T HE R ED C IRCLE

The pirates of Yerang-Yerang are organised within a loose band called the Red
Circle. The main purpose is to maintain the
peace and neutrality of Yerang-Yerang,
and to resist the expansionist ambitions of
neighbouring countries that seek to control the straits of Awajo and thereby the
trade between Sü and Kalaga.
Apart from this, the Red Circle also
forms a rough and ready democracy. All
people of Yerang-Yerang can have their
voice heard, and captaincy is always an
elected position whose authority applies in
combat above all. Slavery is not permitted,
as many members of the Circle have themselves been liberated from such when the
ships upon which they were transported
were taken by pirates. However, it is nonetheless a brutal society they have built,
where the democracy often leads to rule of
the strong. Yerang-Yerang is still a violent,
pestilential den of vice, but its people
consider themselves freer than any other.
It is suspected that the temple of Nin Ye
bankrolls the Red Circle, since Seneye, the
holy city of that god, thrives on the
caravan trade to Narandajana and Sü.
Anything that makes the seas more dangerous than the land is to their advantage.
Yerang-Yerang also houses a great “Sun
Temple”, which worships a syncretic combination of Nin Ye and Shining Kindness.
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T HE S OCIETY

OF

U NITY

Strife and waste have plagued humanity
for too long. The only ethical way forward
is through universal norms and universal
compassion, directed towards the creation
of a state that is both just and capable of
developing a good life for all. These are the
teachings of the School of Unity. They reject the clannishness, the wastefulness,
and the warlike tendencies of traditional
society, seeking instead to improve the
world through the application of reason as
incarnated in an absolute state. Its
proponents learn crafts and administration in order to make useful contributions
to the world, and reject frivolous pursuits
such as music and intricate religious ritual.
While aggressive war is abhorred, defensive war is a necessity when this progress
is threatened.
The Society of Unity has a powerful
patron in Black Reed Yatlaka, the queen of
Orakawa, who employs its scholars as
magistrates and advisors in all things. This
alliance is not without its problems,
though. Certain members of the Society
claim that monarchy itself is inconsistent
with the teachings of universal norms, and
instead propose a well-ordered republic.
Such radicals are often pushed aside by the
leadership of the order, so as not to risk
their fruitful collaboration with the queen.

T HE S ISTERHOOD

OF THE

L AMP

The Sisterhood of the Lamp seeks illumination above all things. What this
means is something that is only revealed
to initiates, although they certainly seem
to take an interest in all sorts of information. They are an order of Danan women,
mostly of noble birth, who meet in order
to further their own power and direct it
towards the grand goal: the unification of
all of Nuwar Dana as one empire, preferably through peaceful means.
The Sisterhood is known for its patronage of arts, which is one arena they use to
further their patriotic goal. They also practice some sorcery and often seek to enter
pacts with the spirit known as Lady Firefly.
They form a tightly knit network of formidable women of means, and are an unofficial diplomatic power to be reckoned
with.
Conflicts within the Sisterhood mostly
concern the nature of the future empire.
While some see slavery as an intrinsic part
of the functioning of the Danan state,
others believe it to be a burning fuse that
will sooner or later light a conflagration to
consume them all. Furthermore, they are
somewhat paranoid about infiltrators,
especially from the Society of Unity and
the Dragon’s Scales, and can at times take
harsh measures to prevent leaks.
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